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1.0

INTRODUCTION
This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfill the legal obligations of the
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012. Section 15(2) of Part 5 of the
Regulations sets out what a Consultation Statement should contain:
i. Details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed
neighbourhood development plan;
ii. Explanations of how they were consulted;
iii. Summaries of the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted;
iv. Description of how these issues and concerns have been considered and,
where relevant, addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.
In November 2014, the Parish Council made the decision to prepare a Neighbourhood
Development Plan (The Plan). The Neighbourhood Area was designated in October
2014, this corresponding to the parish of Rotherwick (the Parish). A Steering Committee
was set up to progress the preparation of The Plan. The first action was to conduct a
Village Survey to learn more about the demographics of the Parish, to solicit views on
how the Parish should develop in the next 15 years, to gauge the level of interest and to
seek volunteers to help with the preparation of The Plan.
In February 2015 a meeting of all those (more than 40 people) who had expressed an
interest in being involved in the development of The Plan was held. Several sub-groups
were set up to deal with different aspects of the Plan. An organisation chart is
referenced at Appendix 1.
The Rotherwick Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering Committee has
been focused on its aim that the Neighbourhood D e v e l o p m e n t Plan should be a
plan for the Neighbourhood Area developed and owned by local people. Through the
process the community was consulted on a range of issues to inform the development of
the Plan. The consultation undertaken is summarized in this Consultation Statement.

The aims of the consultation process were to:
 Generate from the outset interest in a Neighbourhood Development Plan from

as wide a range as possible of local residents and other community
stakeholders.
 Identify, and involve, as m a n y p e o p l e a s possible in the development of

the Plan.
 Develop a sense of local ownership of the Plan, w h i c h w o u l d s u s t a i n

c o n t i n u e d commitment
development processes.

from

the

community

during

the

lengthy

 Ensure that consultation events took place at critical points in the process,

when opinions and local knowledge were required to provide direction and test
that the evolving Plan reflected local opinion.
 Engage as wide a range of people as possible in the planning process by

using a variety of events and communication techniques
 Ensure the results of consultations were fed back to local people and made

available to read (in both hard copy and electronically on a web site) as soon
as possible after the consultation events.
Consultation was undertaken by the Rotherwick Neighbourhood Development Plan
Steering Committee in partnership with councillors from Rotherwick Parish Council.
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Consultation events took place at the following stages during the neighbourhood
development planning process:
 December 2014 Consultation 1 - Village Survey Questionnaire - a comprehensive

questionnaire was hand-delivered to all residences in the Parish seeking information
about the residents, their views on all aspects of the Parish, including how the Parish
should develop, and seeking volunteers to move the project forward. Drop-in events
were held at the Rotherwick Village Hall Christmas Fair and Coffee Morning.
 February 19, 2015 Volunteer Event at the Village Hall where those who had indicated

an interest in being involved in the development of the Plan were allocated to the
various project sub-groups based on their area of interest and skills.
 April 30, 2015 Neighbourhood Development Plan Launch Event at the Village

Hall – Giving feedback on the questionnaire responses, presenting the draft Vision &
Objectives (V&O) developed from the questionnaire responses and inviting comments
ahead of the opening of the formal consultation period on the V&O.
 May 2015 Consultation 2 – On-line and paper surveys open for two weeks soliciting

views and feedback on the Vision & Objectives presented at the Launch Event and
subsequently posted on the website and delivered to all homes and businesses.
 July/August 2015 Consultation 3 – SHLAA site consultation with drop-in sessions

at the Village Hall BBQ followed by on-line and paper surveys, open for 6 weeks.
 Oct 7, 2015 Consultation 4 – Public Meeting at the Village Hall presenting Draft

Policies and feedback on SHLAA site survey responses, followed by written/ web
consultation on the draft policies through a questionnaire, which ran until 6 November
2015.
 Dec 15, 15 to Jan 31, 16 - Consultation 5 (Pre-submission consultation) - Statutory

consultation stage in accordance with Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012. – On-line and paper surveys open. 3 drop-in sessions
at the local pubs held to allow personal input and feedback.
This Consultation Statement provides an overview of each of the above stages of
consultation in accordance with Section 15(2) of Part 5 of the Regulations. Full details
are provided in the reports that support the Consultation Statement and are available in
the appendices to this Consultation Statement.
A chronological list of all the consultation activities plus details of who and how
invitations were issued is referenced at Appendix 2 or can viewed by clicking the
following link: External Communications Log
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2.0

PARISH QUESTIONNAIRE (DECEMBER 2014)
Between June and November 2014, the Parish Council and several interested residents held
discussions about the Localism Act and what a Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP)
could do for Rotherwick. During this time, Hart District Council (HDC) was also consulted
and preparatory work was undertaken to initiate the processes that could lead to the
preparation of an NDP.
The Neighbourhood Area was designated in October 2014 and in November 2014 a
questionnaire was issued to all residents of the Parish. The aim of the questionnaire was to
establish more about the demographics of the Parish and to determine what the views of the
residents were towards future development. It also aimed to establish whether many (or
any) of the residents were interested in volunteering to get involved in the development and
preparation of a Neighbourhood Development Plan.
Of the 564 questionnaires hand-delivered to residences in the Parish, 158 (28%) were
completed and returned. Of the 158 residents who responded, 39 expressed a desire to be
actively involved in the development of the NDP and to contribute to shaping the future for
Rotherwick.

2.1

How people were consulted
A questionnaire consisting of 17 questions on 5 pages was delivered by hand to every
residence in the Parish. Residents were given 14 days to complete and return the
questionnaire. The options for returning the questionnaires included posting or hand
delivering to the home of the Chairman of the Parish Council as well as collection boxes at
the Church and both village pubs. Information was available at drop in sessions at the
Village Hall and at coffee mornings.

2.2

Main Issues Raised
Character of the Village
 What the majority of respondents valued most about t h e character of the

village within the Parish was its separation from nearby settlements,
surrounding farmland and open space and woodland, as well as the quiet
village and rural atmosphere with easy access to the countryside.
Housing
 Half the respondents felt that the level of housing in the village was about right

while just over 30% felt the village needed a few more houses.
 Almost 90% were against a single large development or development on

green space in the Parish while most favoured conversions and building on
individual plots.
 More than 75% favoured development over the medium to long term (0-20

years).
 The overwhelming belief was that there is “about right” housing with only

starter homes and conversion of existing buildings receiving more “need a few
more” responses than “about right”.
Facilities and amenities
 Respondents were most concerned with issues relating to traffic (speed, HGV

traffic) and drainage.
 The most highly desired amenities, not currently in the village, were village

shop (70%), Post Office (47%), then bus service, police presence, improved
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broadband and information/website (42%).
Survey results are referenced at Appendix 3 or by click on the following link: Consultation 1
- Resident Survey
2.3

How issues raised were responded to
Following analysis and correlation of the questionnaire results, a meeting was called
(Volunteer Meeting February 19, 2015) for all respondents who had expressed a desire to
participate in the development of the NDP.
The information was presented at the Volunteer Meeting. Following open discussion, it was
agreed to set up 3 sub-groups, Communities, Planning and Co-ordination &
Communication to start the development of the NDP, the first phase being to develop the
Vision & Objectives for the village.
The Project Organisation chart is referenced at Appendix 1 or click on the following link:
Project Organisation
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PUBLIC MEETING / LAUNCH MEETING (April 30, 2015)
The public meeting was held at the Village Hall and consisted of an initial registration
of attendees and a short, informal, “meet and greet” prior to the formal part of the
Event where they were able to view storyboards giving information about the village, the
wider Parish and the Neighbourhood Development Plan process.
The purpose of the event was to:
 explain about the Localism Act, what it means for communities, how the NDP

process works, and what it can and can’t do;
 give feedback on the questionnaire responses;
 present the draft Vision & Objectives (V&O) developed from the questionnaire

responses; and
 invite comments ahead of the opening of the formal consultation period on the

Vision & Objectives.
 Start a register of email addresses to be used for further communication with

residents and business’s via the website. Over the period of the project, this
register grew to 170 registered email addresses.
3.1

Who attended
Invitations to the Launch Event were hand-delivered to all residences and businesses in the
Parish. In addition, posters were put on all village noticeboards as well as being posted in
the church and village pubs. The event was also publicised in the Village’s monthly
magazine, Rotherwick News (RN) distributed free of charge to all homes in the village. 90
people (several of whom represented businesses) attended the event.

3.2

Topics Covered
 An audiovisual presentation, with Video Tour of the village, was made showing the
extent of the Parish, its setting and amenities.
 The presentation explained the Localism Act and Neighbourhood Development Plans
in particular, what they mean for communities and what they can and cannot do.
 A presentation of the results of the Village Questionnaire and the Draft Vision &
Objectives (V&O) developed from the questionnaire responses.
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Following the presentation, people were able to view information about the Parish and the
history of development in the village, as well as talk to members of the project team. There
was then a Q&A session and an opportunity for attendees to express their initial responses
to the V&O.
The presentation is referenced at Appendix 4 or can be viewed by clicking the following link:
Initial Public Meeting Slide Presentation
3.3

Main Issues Raised
 A significant level of interest was evidenced by the number of attendees and

the questions asked after the presentation.
 Much discussion centred on the concept of Neighbourhood Development

Plans as a statutory planning document, the Localism Act and the relationship
to the District Development Plan. Views varied on the extent to which NDPs
could, or would, make any difference to the level or type of development: a
number of those who spoke up were sceptical, others were unconvinced that it
could make any difference to the community ability to be able to influence and
shape the amount and nature of future development in the Parish, while the
remainder attended simply to understand more about what was going on.
 There was general agreement that the draft Vision & Objectives described

Rotherwick residents’ views as evidenced in the responses to the Village
Questionnaire.
 On the basis that it was recognised as an opportunity for the community to

have a say in future development of the Parish it was agreed it would be better
to have an NDP than not and there was general agreement on proceeding.
 It was judged that there was sufficient interest and commitment to press

ahead with the NDP
How issues raised were responded to
 It was agreed that the project teams would proceed with the survey on the

Vision & Objectives and where appropriate revise the draft documentation
based on content of the responses.
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VISION & OBJECTIVES CONSULTATION – (MAY 2015)
Who was Consulted
All residents and businesses.

4.2

How People were Consulted
A paper copy of the V&O document was delivered to all residences and businesses.
All registered email addresses received an email enabling online completion of the survey.
The V&O document was posted on the NDP website.
The V&O document was placed in Village, Church and pub notice boards..
An online and paper survey was open for 2 weeks.

4.3

Main Issues Raised
There were 69 responses which raised the following issues:
 Shorten the Vision Statement to something easier to remember
 Structure the Objectives into themes
 Addition / variation of various items that were considered to be missing

Feedback from residents is referenced at Appendix 5 and can be viewed at the following
link: Consultation 2 - Vision and Objectives Resident Feedback
4.4

How the issues raised were responded to
The Vision and Objectives wording was revised to reflect views expressed at the public
meeting and subsequent survey responses. The original draft and revised Vision &
Objectives are referenced at Appendix 6 and can be viewed at the following link: Evolution of
Vision & Objectives based on Resident Feedback
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5.0

SHLAA SITE CONSULTATION – (JULY/AUGUST 2015)
Seven SHLAA sites were listed on Hart’s website in the Neighbourhood Area at the time of this
consultation in July 2015 and their status at that time is shown in the following table.
No of proposed
houses @ July
2015

Hart Assessment
Status
@ July 2015

Resident
Assessment
@ July 2015
Consultation
95% reject

SHLAA 5 Land between Rotherwick & 1065
Hook *

No Further
Assessment i.e.
rejected

SHLAA 86 Old Brick Works *

200

92% reject

SHLAA 87 Donkey Meadow *

35

No Further
Assessment i.e.
rejected
Assess Further

SHLAA 115 Green Lane *

25

Assess Further

88% reject

SHLAA 148 Land adjacent to 5 Lyde
Green**

Under 5

Not Assessed

35% reject

SHLAA 248 The Street**
SHLAA 290 Rosemary Cottage***

Under 5
5

Not Assessed
No Further
Assessment i.e.
rejected

66% reject
74% reject

90% reject

* Note Hart assessment status of this site at the time of the consultation is given at the
following link Click for details of Hart SHLAA assessment at July 2015
** Note Hart indicated in November 2015 on their website that this site would not be assessed
further as it would deliver less than five houses. Click for details of small SHLAA sites
excluded from assessment by Hart.
*** Note subsequent to this consultation the Rosemary Cottage site was withdrawn and resubmitted as a larger development, which Hart decided to assess further.
At the community BBQ on the 19th July 2015, information was available on the SHLAA sites in
the Parish and residents had the opportunity to comment on the proposals.
5.1

How were People Consulted
The NDP team set up an informal drop-in session in the village hall that ran throughout the
afternoon of the Village BBQ, which was held in the Village Hall grounds.

Display boards were set up recapping the progress of the project, again showing the revised
V&O document, as well as displays showing maps identifying the seven SHLAA sites and
the Hart assessments.
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The information was also posted on the website and an article in the Rotherwick News
included a pull-out version of the survey that people could return to several drop points
around the village.
All registered email addresses received an email enabling online completion of the survey.
An online survey on the sites was also opened.
The survey was open for both online and paper responses for 6 weeks from the BBQ event.
5.1

Main Issues Raised
 There were 99 responses to this consultation
 Residents rejected six of the seven SHLAA site locations at the Hart proposed housing
density i.e. all but SHLAA 148 (see table in Section 5.0 above)
 When asked if any of the other SHLAA sites would be suitable at a lower density of
housing, resident feedback showed SHLAA 115 could be acceptable at a significantly
lower housing density, in keeping with its location in the Parish.
Verbatim resident responses are referenced at Appendix 7 or can by viewed by clicking the
following link: Consultation 3 - SHLAA Sites Resident Feedback
The questions asked in the survey and further analysis of the SHLAA survey feedback is
referenced at Appendix 8 or can be viewed at the following link: Consultation 3 – Survey
Questions and Analysis of Resident Feedback

5.2

How issues raised were responded to
The feedback from residents has been provided to Hart as part of their Local Plan
Consultation in early 2016 on Refined Options for Delivering New Homes.
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6.0
6.1

POLICIES CONSULTATION – (OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2015)
Who was consulted
All residents and businesses.

6.2

How were they consulted
A hard copy of the Policies document was hand-delivered to every residence and business
premise in the village. Copies were also made available in the village pubs.
The Policies document was posted on the website.
Emails were sent to all registered email addresses notifying of the availability of the
document.
The NDP team held a public meeting, with presentations from Steering Group members and
an external expert who was advising them.

6.3

Main Issues Raised
There was considerable interest at the public meeting, with [around 60] people attending and
good participation in a Q&A session.
A total of 75 people responded to the survey. Around 50% took the detailed survey and 50%
the quick survey. About 65% of respondents said they were 'very satisfied' with the policies
and the remainder were ‘quite satisfied’ - thus all respondents chose either the top or second
top of five satisfaction options.
Comments made by others included concerns about over-development of the centre of the
village, balanced by views expressing preference for a compact settlement and the
importance of avoiding sprawl.
There was universal support for retaining gaps, in particular between Rotherwick and Hook.
Other comments included some expressing preference for infill between existing buildings
rather than extending the boundaries of the village.
Residents supported the protection of perspectives identified in the conservation area
appraisal as important in the connection of the settlement to the countryside, particularly
since expert consultants had identified them in a report subsequently adopted by HDC.
Respondents also suggested that further similar outlooks should be added from outside the
conservation area.
A number of respondents suggested other areas for designation of local green spaces.
Responses are referenced at Appendix 9 or by can be viewed at the following link:
Consultation 4 - Policies Resident Feedback

6.4

How issues raised were responded to
The Policies were adjusted where appropriate to reflect the issues raised and comments
made.
All the comments were placed on the village website, along with a table summarising how
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they had been taken into account.
The policy updates are referenced at Appendix 10 or can be viewed by clicking the following
link: Consultation 4 - Policy Updates
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7.0 PRE-SUBMISSION CONSULTATION – (DECEMBER 2015/JANUARY 2016)
7.1 Who was consulted
All residents, businesses, local landowners, statutory consultees, non-statutory consultees,
clubs associations and community groups were consulted. The list of Statutory and nonstatutory consultees is referenced at Appendix 11 and can be viewed at the following link:
Consultation 5 - Consultation Bodies
Please note as this document will be placed on the Internet email addresses and
contact details for relevant Consultees have not been included in this document.
This is available by request from Rotherwick Parish Council.
7.2 How were they consulted
1. An invitation was hand delivered to all residences alerting the residents to the
Consultation and that paper copies of the Consultation were available in the two village
public house and was also available to view electronically or download on the website.
2. All other consultees were notified by email that the document was available for
download and a link to the website was provided.
3. The Pre-Submission document was posted on the website
4. Emails were sent to all available resident and business registered email addresses.
5. Registered delivery letters were sent to all landowners requesting acknowledgement of
receipt
6. Three drop-in sessions were arranged at the village pubs throughout the month of
January.
7. An online survey was open for 6 weeks from the date of issue of the document until the
end of January.
8. Follow-up emails were sent as a reminder that the closing date for the survey was
approaching.
7.3 Main issues raised
Responses are referenced at Appendix 12 or can be viewed at the following link:
Consultation 5 - Pre-Submission Plan Consultee Feedback
A summary of the main issues raised and the action taken is shown in the following table.
Table – Summary of Main Issues Raised by Pre-Submission Consultation
Id

Topic

Issue

Action Taken

A

SP02/SP03: Hart
Saved Policies

Ensuring NDP is
enduring once Hart’s
emerging Local Plan is
adopted

Integrating NPPF coverage and selected
text from RUR and CON saved policies into
NDP policy provisions, including the
addition of policy BE03.
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Id

Topic

Issue

Action Taken

B

SP02: Open rural
views

Insufficient identification
and justification to
support provision in
policy.

Identification and justification enhanced,
mapping quality improved. Policy wording
changed to clarify that vistas identified
provide visible support for the connection
between the settlement and the rural space
and the open character of the landscape
across the Neighbourhood Area

D

SP03/NE02/NE03 Potentially overlapping
coverage with
inconsistent decisionmaking effect, e.g.
hedgerows,
trees/woodland

Policies streamlined and rationalised,
evidence base enhanced

F

NE01: Local
Green Space

Identification and
justification, separate
handling for recreational
space: NPPF gives high
protection but has high
justification threshold

Separation of recreational and LGS
provisions. Re-examination of candidate
LGS designations against NPPF criteria; list
reduced, justification enhanced by addition
of table, sites identified in policy map

G

CP01: preserve
or enhance the
tranquillity, rural
nature and layout

Coverage potentially
overlaps with other
policies, link to national
policy not clear

Policy intended to elaborate on strategic
policies. Policy amended to align with
national policy, evidence base enhanced

H

General: LGS,
SINCs, views and
maps

Identification using
maps needs
strengthening

Policy maps added to provide visible clarity
on location and boundary (as applicable) for
features identified in policies, evidence
base enhanced

I

VDS Annex D

Requirements for new
development as
expressed in VDS may
be too prescriptive and
go beyond principles of
design

VDS amended to allow more flexibility in
design. Design principle relating to open
spaced deleted

J

General: maps,
photos

Various comments
about making NDP
more visual,
Neighbourhood Area to
be shown near front of
document

Reposition of Annex A map in Section 1,
policy maps included in Annex A. Generally,
selective addition of photos

7.4

How issues raised were considered and responded to
Appendix 13 shows how each of the Pre-Submission responses were taken into account or
can be viewed at the following link:
Consultation 5 - How Pre-Submission Comments Were Taken Into Account
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8 .0

LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendices 1 – 12 are hyper-linked to save on paper in the printed version and make the information more readily available in the online version.
As Appendix 13 is critical to the Consultation Statement it is reproduced in full below.
Appendix 1

Project Organisation

Appendix 2

External Communications
Log

Appendix 3

Consultation 1 Survey
Results
Appendix 4 Initial Public Meeting
Presentation Slides
Appendix 5 Consultation 2
V & O Resident
Feedback
Appendix 6 Evolution of V & O,
based on Resident
Feedback
Appendix 7 Consultation 3
SHLAA Sites Resident
Feedback
Appendix 8 Consultation 3
SHLAA Sites Feedback
Analysis
Appendix 9 Consultation 4
Policies resident
Feedback
Appendix 10 Consultation 4
Policy Updates
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Appendix 11 Consultation 5
Consultation Bodies

http://www.rotherwick.org.uk/106/Consultations/Consultation-5---Pre-submission-Plan/Consultation-5--Consultation-Bodies.html

Appendix 12 Consultation 5
Pre-Submission Plan
Feedback
Appendix 13 Pre-Submission Plan
Consultation
Comments & Actions

www.rotherwick.org.uk/userfiles/NDP%20Doc.%20Storage/Consultation%20Statement/Consultation%205%20
-%20Pre-Submission%20Stage%20Consultee%20Feedback.pdf
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Appendix 13 – Comments and Actions from Pre-Submission Consultation
Contents
Table 1 – Comments in support of Plan
Table 2 – Comments not in Support of Plan
Table 3 – Generic comments
Table 4 – Comments on Introductory pages (prior to Vision & Objectives)
Table 5 – Comments on Vision & Objectives
Table 6 – Comments on Strategic Policies
Table 7 – Comments on Natural Environment Policies
Table 8 – Comments on Built Environment Policies
Table 9 – Comments on Community Policies
Table 10 – Comments on Annex D, The Village Design Statement
Table 11 – Comments relating to possible sites (no section reference)
Table 12 – Comments on remaining Annexes and Section 4
Notes
1. All comments from all respondents are included in Tables below with the exception of nil responses from the Society for Protection of Ancient Buildings & Rotherwick
Short Mat Bowls Club.
2. The vast majority of comments are shown verbatim. A small percentage have been summarised without changing the meaning with the intention of increasing readability.

Verbatim comments can be viewed by clicking here.
3. Some respondents recorded multiple comments in one paragraph. Where this is the case the numbering in the left hand column of the Table records each separate
comment using suffix letter while using the same number e.g. 16a, 16b, etc. Numbering in the left hand column has been preserved from the order responses were
received, which means the numbering is not always consequitive.
4. The comments have been mainly separated into meaningful sections relating to the structure of the Pre-submission document. The identification number in the left hand
column of each Table refer to the original order in which comments were received and allows cross-referencing to our database.
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Summary review of responses to consultation on Pre-submission version – Consultation 5


A total of 153 responses were received of which 14 for the detailed survey and 138 the quick survey



Not all respondents answered all the questions and any duplicate responses were removed from the analysis
The breakdown is as follows:



113 Parishioners took the Survey of which 94 said they were 'Very Satisfied', 14 were ‘Quite Satisfied’, 5 were “Neither Satisfied or
Dissatisfied”’. Thus works out at 95% as being ‘Very or Quite Satisfied’.



14 Landowners took the survey and most did not declare a satisfaction rating with one (also a Parishioner) declaring ‘Quite Dissatisfied’.



3 Businesses took the survey and declared as ‘Very Satisfied’.



4 Statutory bodies (including Hart) and none declared a satisfaction rating.



19 Non-statutory bodies took the survey and most did not declare a satisfaction rating with none declaring any ‘Dissatisfaction’.

T
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Table 11 – General Supportive Comments1 – General Supportive Comments
Table 1 – Comments in Support of the Plan
No of Separate People / Consultee Commenting - 20
No.

Who By Comments

122

Parishioner

The document is well-crafted, and I believe reflects the views of the
residents. I have followed its development from the first village
survey, and seen how adjustments have been made to take
account of responses to the surveys at each stage of the process.
It has been a truly collaborative effort with the aim of supporting
sustainable, steady and sympathetic development whilst preserving
the rural character and ambiance of the village.

Noted

N

123

Parishioner

This is a very comprehensive document that reflects the general
views of the community as evidenced by the output from previous
surveys. The Policies, as written, underpin the Vision and
Objectives which themselves are a reflection of the views of the
majority of the residents.

Noted

N

124

Old Basing
Parish
Council

Parishioner

Noted It is noted that the
proposed Plan is supported
by the adjoining
neighbourhood area of Old
Basing (and Hook – see 42
above).
Noted

N

125

I am glad you want to maintain the rural quality of your parish.
Lying on the boundary between urban Basingstoke and the rural
area to the southeast of us we firmly wish to retain our rural
character too.
A lot of good work has gone into the plan and it has the potential to
be a useful document for the future planning of Rotherwick.
An impressively thorough process

126

Parishioner

I am satisfied that the document seeks to: - preserve character of
Rotherwick, including heritage, rural and wildlife features; - support
sustainable development which maintains its character and
distinctiveness – sets appropriate principles for growth rate,

Noted
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housing density, size/scale & appearance

127

Parishioner

Good communications with community

Noted

N

128

Parishioner

Thorough and detailed

Noted

N

129

Parishioner

Thorough, good community involvement and good process

Noted

N

130

Parishioner

Detailed and considered

Noted

N

131

Parishioner

I thought that the level of engagement with the Parish has been
very good and informative. It is a very comprehensive document,
which is well written.

Noted

N

132

Parishioner

A very high quality document that is clearly the result of
tremendous and skilful effort

Noted

N

133

Highways
England

Thank you for inviting Highways England to comment on the
Rotherwick Pre-submission Neighbourhood Development Plan
Consultation. Highways England has been appointed by the
Secretary of State for Transport as strategic highway company
under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is the
highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the
strategic road network (SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset
and as such Highways England works to ensure that it operates
and is managed in the public interest, both in respect of current
activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship of
its long-term operation and integrity. We will therefore be
concerned with proposals that have the potential to impact the safe
and efficient operation of the strategic road network, in this case
the M3. We have reviewed the consultation and have no

Noted

N
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comments.

134

Parishioner

The document supports growth in line with historical development
maintaining the rural character of a small village that is situated in
open countryside.

Noted

N

135

Parishioner

Extremely detailed and well thought out. Provides a comprehensive
overview of the objectives of the plan.

Noted

N

136

Parishioner

Very satisfied with the procedures in hand to obtain a sensible
outcome.

Noted

N

137

Parishioner

An accurate and well constructed document following consultation
with the village residents.

Noted

N

138

Parishioner

I think this is an excellent piece of work. The village design
statement, added since the last version of the document is a
masterpiece – it distils the essence of the “look” of Rotherwick
perfectly. As a villager of 15 years standing, I feel strongly that
Rotherwick should continue to develop, but we should look to
quality development, irrespective of the size of property being
added to the housing stock. Appropriate density and design are
key. I also found the demographic analysis very interesting. Our
community is more diverse than people think.

Noted

N

139

Hook NDP

Noted

N

140

Parishioner

I am submitting this response on behalf of the Hook Neighbourhood
Plan Steering Group. We wish to state that we believe you have
produced an impressive and well presented document which
demonstrates a wealth of hard work and community engagement.
We welcome your Vision Statement
I think this is a strong statement, which reflects the views of the
village community, as I've heard them expressed at the various
consultation meetings.

Noted

N
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I agree with the vision.
Noted

142

Parishioner

I support the vision a set out

Noted

N

143

Parishioner

Noted

N

144

Parishioner

Noted

N

145

Parishioner

The vision statement has captured perfectly the views of the
community expressed through the NDP questionnaire and
consultation exercises – well done!
Too much expansion would change the village, not only for the
residents but visitors, walkers and cyclists. Rotherwick is an oasis
of a more genteel time.
Reviewing documents inevitably leads to a set of comments that
inevitably read as criticism, and this applies to my detailed
observations below. However my major and over-riding comments
are about the overall quality of the NDP. I haven’t read every word,
but I have spent around 3 hours looking at it and my overall
impression is one of a high quality, well-thought out,
comprehensive, and well-presented document that is the product of
tremendous and skilful effort. I have a number of detailed
comments. None are of major significance. For instance some are
just typos. I will put my detailed observations in a second response
where I will answer “Detailed” to the first question in the survey.

Noted

N
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Table 2 – Comments not in Support of the Plan
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 1
No.

6

Who By

Comment

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

a

Parishioner / Landowner

Q12: Overall, how satisfied are you with
the Pre-submission document? Quite
dissatisfied

Noted. This is the only respondent out of 153
that has stated they are ‘Quite dissatisfied’.
All other responses have stated they are
‘Very satisfied’, ‘Quite satisfied’ or ‘Neither
satisfied or Dissatisfied’. 95% of the
responses were either ‘Very Satisfied’ of
‘Quite Satisfied’. The comments below from
this respondent need to read in this context.

N

b

Parishioner / Landowner

I have spent quite some time reading and
digesting the contents of the NPD PreSubmission Document dated 18 December
2015. There is certainly much to applaud in
the document and its conclusions, not least
the industry and hard work of the many
volunteers and the Steering Group.

It is noted that the response has been made
following a careful study of the presubmission version of the Plan and the
Respondee applauds much of the content
and the conclusions. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of the consultation undertaken,
the ‘readability’ of the proposed Plan and
support for much of the content of the
proposed Plan.

N

c

Parishioner / Landowner

Before commenting further, however, I should
declare a potential interest, not just as a
resident but as the owner of one of the sites
designated as a SHLAA by HDC.

It is also noted that the Respondee is the
owner of one of the SHLAA sites within the
Parish.
It should also be noted that all SHLAA sites
within the Parish have previously been
assessed by Hart DC and have been
rejected as unsuitable for development

N
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d

Parishioner / Landowner

As a starting point, who could disagree with the
comment in the Foreword: "The Unique
character and appearance of Rotherwick are
highly valued by the local residents, visitors and
those responsible for its management and
upkeep"? Indeed, having spent nearly half our
lives in the village, that statement is very close to
our hearts.

It is noted that this Respondee recognises
“The unique character and appearance of
Rotherwick..” which is “… highly valued by
the local residents, visitors and those
responsible for its management and upkeep.”

N

e

Parishioner / Landowner

However, it does seem to us that, in some
respects, the Document fails to analyse the
present situation objectively and thus leads to
some conclusions that are not supported by
the evidence. As a result, it is arguable that
the NDP is in danger of missing the
opportunity to enhance the parish for the
benefit of this and future generations.

With regard to analysis and conclusions, the
Plan has been developed to accurately
reflect the views of the community and
relevant stakeholders. It has done this by
extensive consultation exercises.

N

f

Parishioner / Landowner

Throughout the Document, various phrases
are employed, some more than once, to
suggest a place "that remains truly rural",
"characterized by thriving farming", in a
"remote setting" that "attracts horseriders
etc": this is contrasted with the "urban
conurbation (whatever that means!)of.... Old
Basing" which appears to have been lifted
unthinkingly from a letter received from a
third party.

It is considered that the description of the
Parish is accurate and this view is supported
by all other Respondees.

N

The suggestion that any of the content of the
proposed Plan has been done “unthinkingly”
is rejected and is inconsistent with the
comment at paragraph b above.

N

By this mechanism, the Document is used to
paint a rather rose-tinted picture of a thriving
rural idyll which is then used to promote a
blueprint for a perfect future settlement
preserved in "aspic" by the imposition of
some rather arbitrary Design Criteria.

It is considered that the Parish of Rotherwick
is in some ways “a thriving rural idyll” and the
object of the Plan is to encourage
appropriate development within the Parish.
The Village Design Statement represents
good planning policy and is not arbitrary.

N

g

Parishioner / Landowner
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h

Parishioner / Landowner

A more objective appraisal of the current
position might reveal a post-agricultural
settlement occupied largely by wealthy
middle-aged homeowners who, if not yet
retired, commute to well-paid jobs in the
metropolis.

It is considered that this description of the
population of Rotherwick is not accurate.

N

j

Parishioner / Landowner

Few, if any, of the many "farmhouses" are
occupied by working farmers, with the few
remaining tenant farmers struggling to make
a living on farms denuded of investment by
remote landlords.

This is not a matter that can be addressed by
a Neighbourhood Plan

N

k

Parishioner / Landowner

Rather than a landscape characterized by
thriving farming, a more realistic assessment
might describe a patchwork of uncultivated
fields, unkempt hedges, unmanaged
woodland and blocked ditches.

It is considered that this is not an accurate
description of the Parish of Rotherwick.

N

l

Parishioner / Landowner

Furthermore, having kept horses in the
village for more than 20 years and one of
very few who still do so, we can say from
experience that, rather than "attracting
horseriders", only those with a death wish
would still ride on the rat-runs described in
the Document as "quiet rural lanes".

It is accepted that during weekday rushhours some of the roads within the Parish
are used by people from outside the Parish
to get to and from work. However, outside of
these times, and particularly at weekends,
the roads are frequently used by local horse
riders. The consultation exercises have
identified that the control of the speed and
volume of traffic within the Parish is a matter
of concern to many local residents. The
policies identify that traffic implications are an
important consideration when future
Development Proposals are assessed.

N

m

Parishioner / Landowner

This somewhat questionable text is
supported by a large number of subjective

Many of the photographs used in the
proposed Plan are taken from the

N
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photographs of "open rural views" (some at
Conservation Area Appraisal undertaken by
least of which are from one private garden
a professional planning company (THE
into another) and admittedly charming
CONSERVATION STUDIO 1 Querns Lane,
buildings such as the church, village etc.
Cirencester, GLOS, GL7 1RL) in 2011. All of
the photographs have been compared to the
The Document might just as well have
views as they now exist to ensure that they
contained photographs of elements of
are still accurate. It is denied that they are
"horsiculture", redundant farm buildings left to “subjective”.
rot (in spite of their listed status) and design
features on buildings both established and
The suggestion that there are redundant
recent that are certainly not compatible with
Listed farm buildings that are being left to rot
the Design Statement.
is not considered to be generally accurate
and, in any event, is not a matter for a
Neighbourhood Plan. It is accepted that
some existing buildings may not meet the
standards in the Village Design Statement
but the Neighbourhood Plan is for the period
2016 to 2032 and is not retrospective.
n

o

Parishioner / Landowner

Parishioner / Landowner
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N

The misleading analysis on which the
Document is premised leads almost
inevitably to the conclusion that the
environment of our parish (in the broadest
sense) can only be maintained and enhanced
by the imposition of some prescriptive and
rather arbitrary design criteria.

It is not accepted that the analysis is
inaccurate or “misleading”.

N

The adoption of the Village Design
Statement is considered to be consistent with
good planning policy and the criteria used
are neither prescriptive nor arbitrary.

N

We recently had a visit from an architect
friend who walked round the village and
particularly the Conservation Area. He
remarked that, while there were no particular
characteristics of the architecture or layout of
the village that could be defined as "typical",
the village as a whole clearly worked and
provided some kind of harmonious whole.

It is noted that these comments by an
appropriately qualified professional support
the description of the Parish and the
approach adopted by the proposed Plan.

N
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This has not been achieved over many
This comment is accepted and is entirely
centuries by centralized bureaucratic
consistent with the aims of a Neighbourhood
planning but rather by the happenstance of
Plan. The adoption of the proposed
the local community being allowed to respond Rotherwick Neighbourhood Development
to changing economic and other pressures to Plan will ensure that development within the
produce the evolution of such a generally
Parish will reflect the views of the local
harmonious result.
community.

p

Parishioner / Landowner

q

Parishioner / Landowner

In my view, the future of a village such as
ours will not be secure, but rather be
threatened, by the imposition of diktats about
what will or will not be allowed.

This comment is accepted and is entirely
consistent with the aims of a Neighbourhood
Plan. The adoption of the proposed
Rotherwick Neighbourhood Development
Plan will ensure that development within the
Parish will reflect the views of the local
community.

N

r

Parishioner / Landowner

The conclusion seems to be that future
development should be restricted to the,
possibly irreconcilable, "areas within the
existing Rotherwick Settlement Boundary"

Noted. There is provision for sensitive redevelopment of existing buildings outside the
Settlement Boundary.

N

N

The proposed Plan allows sufficient
opportunity for the Parish to grow at the rate
contemplated in the Plan approach without
altering the density significantly. Updates to
the NDP will be considered at least every 5
years to allow consideration of changing
circumstances.
s

Parishioner / Landowner

…. "infill housing shall maintain spacing
between buildings". Surely, by definition, infill
housing must reduce spacing between
buildings:

Amended – This point is accepted and the
wording has been updated.

Y

t

Parishioner / Landowner

Has anyone actually checked whether there
is sufficient space within the existing
settlement boundary to achieve these goals

Noted. Yes, a review has been undertaken to
satisfy this point. The proposed Plan allows
sufficient opportunity for the Parish to grow at

N
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v

Parishioner / Landowner

Parishioner / Landowner
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and to meet even the very low target of 0.9
the rate contemplated in the Plan approach,
houses per year over 30 years, let alone the
without altering the density significantly.
higher target likely to be demanded by HDC? Updates to the NDP will be considered at
least every 5 years to allow consideration of
changing circumstances
In summary, it seems to me that if the Draft is It is not the role of a Neighbourhood Plan to
accepted, we are passing over a once-in-aproduce “bold and imaginative proposals”. It
generation opportunity to secure a vibrant
is for developers and/or landowners to
and diverse neighbourhood, not just for us
submit such proposals which will be
but also our children. Where are the bold and assessed against the current Local Plan and
imaginative proposals to develop sensitively
(if made) the Neighbourhood Plan.
areas within and around the village, perhaps
using and extending redundant farm
buildings, either on their existing sites or
The development of existing buildings (both
elsewhere within the village? These might
inside and outside the Settlement Boundary)
provide social facilities or perhaps hubs for
will be permitted under the proposed Plan.
sheltered accommodation for the elderly or
others who no longer want or need their
It is accepted that future developments
larger houses, thus freeing them up for
should support or enhance social facilities
younger families.
and the proposed policies reflect this.
At present, the Draft seems to interpret the
initials NDP as "No to Development Plans"
rather than Neighbourhood Development
Plan

29

This comment is inaccurate and is rejected.
The whole ethos adopted by the Parish
Council (the Qualifying Body) and the
Steering Committee (who managed the
production the Plan) was that development
would take place within the Parish. To do
otherwise would defeat the whole object of a
Neighbourhood Plan. For this reason, the
proposed Plan does support and encourage
appropriate development within the Parish.

N

N

N

N
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Table 3 – Generic Comments
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 14
No

Who By

Location Comment

Action Taken

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

1

Parishioner

Generic

Noted

N

2

Parishioner

Generic

Y

3

Parishioner

Generic

a

Parishioner

Generic

b

Parishioner

Generic

CAMRA

-

There is a lack of recognition of the community
benefits of the two Public Houses within the Parish.

a

Parishioner

P2

b

Parishioner

P6

In the Foreword, would it be possible to say:
“Rotherwick is one of the most beautiful historic
villages in Hart
Context for this NDP, paragraph 2, revise wording to:
“Rotherwick may have to contribute to Hart’s District
Housing needs.”

Housing figures have been changed
to reflect the most up to date
information from Hart DC. See
Comment #18.
Noted – We have sought to strike a
balance between evidence based
and descriptive text.
Section 2 (Context for this NDP)
amended to clarify
Noted. Government rules dictate
how Hart may be obliged to accept
shortfalls
Benefits community facilities,
including Rotherwick’s described
under policy CP02
Amended

Amended, see Comment #19

Y

c

Parishioner

P14

Noted

N

4

5

7
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A few houses are fine but we need to keep the village
feel of Rotherwick.
Please ensure policies are based on up-to-date
housing figures and not the flawed government
predictions that have led to so much overdevelopment in rural areas
Use language that ‘sells’ the special character of the
Parish
Please describe link between RNDP and Hart Local
Plan.
Concern that Hart housing figures cover shortfalls in
Surrey Heath

Point 16 – possibly consider adding a bullet point with
30

N

Y
N

Y
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words to the effect: “Feedback from community
consultation 3 on SHLAA sites in the parish
established there was strong support for preserving
the existing character, ambience and views in the
village.”
d

Parishioner

P21

Point 43 – to build on the justification for policy NE04,
can this paragraph stress the importance of
preserving the views from the footpaths and byways in
the parish as this is an intrinsic part of the rural
character and visual amenity.

Amended

Y

e

Parishioner

P37

Important Views – is it worth displaying the other
important views (C.2) on a map? Or producing a new
map combining all the important views (C.1 and C.2)?
General comment – the photos in Is this complete?

N

f

Parishioner

P33

a

Parishioner

Generic

b

Parishioner

Generic

Annex C Views are wonderful, but I think they could
look better if enlarged to the size of the last photo on
page 72?
Overall a great plan and reflects the huge effort that
has gone into producing it.
I am slightly concerned that by restricting development
to the existing Rotherwick village settlement boundary
this could overly increase the density of buildings
within the village to a level which is over bearing

Noted. Designated views are
retained as a reference point for
policy SP02 and shown on a map in
the Submission NDP. Other views
are retained as images but do not
form part of policy SP02.
Noted. A balance has been struck
between photo size and keeping the
NDP compact.
Noted

N

9

Parishioner

Generic

Noted. The proposed Plan allows
sufficient opportunity for the Parish
to grow at the rate contemplated in
the Plan approach without altering
the density significantly. Updates to
the NDP will be considered at least
every 5 years to allow for changing
circumstances.
Noted

10

Landowner

Generic

Noted

N

8
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Although it's a complex document, the sections fit
together well and provide a coherent account of how
the community wants future development to take
place and the reasons for this.
I have had considerable difficulty understanding the
31

N

N

N

11

12

a

Landowner

Generic

b

Landowner

Generic

c

Landowner

Generic

d

Landowner

Generic
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plan. It is, probably necessarily, detailed but not set
out in a easily followed way. This survey is also very
confusing. Having said that we appreciate all the hard
work that has gone into it.
We are very aware of the aim to preserve the area of
Noted. The proposed Plan does
Rotherwick as a rural area, however, we would also
anticipate and allow for appropriate
like the council to be open to some types of progress
development within the Parish over
and development.
the life of the Plan.
We would like to be able to re-build the holiday house
on our land which had been previously damaged
We would also like to re-new the lake which is on our
property for better conservation.

Noted

N

Noted. The proposed Plan supports
developments which encourage
conservation and community
facilities.

N

Noted This comments is accepted.
The proposed Plan supports
appropriate development in the
Parish.

N

Corrected

Y

Use of ‘average’ density figure for housing may be
misleading or be detrimental
General comment: usage of capitalisation of terms
such as ‘Plan Area’ is not consistent (in my view).
Any new housing development in Hart should firstly
utilise Brownfield/ex industrial sites.

Noted Should we say more here?

N

Amended

Y

Noted This comment relates more to
the Hart Local Plan.

N

In principle I agree with the Neighbourhood Plan as
proposed, apart from the fact that in years to come it
was my intention to seek planning approval for the
construction of two or three houses on my land
outside Settlement Boundary that would not be

Noted. The positioning of the
N
Settlement Boundary and the
application of policies both inside
and outside the SB have been
seriously considered, It is considered

a

Development from London is growing further and
further away and it will not be possible to keep
Rotherwick completely rural and some forms of
development can be very beneficial for the local
community and local economy.
District Councillor P7 /3 / Para 1 NDP’s -> NDPs - not possessive?

b

District Councillor P7 Para 4

c

District Councillor Generic

13

Parishioner

Generic

14

Landowner

Generic
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approved by the NDP policies.
that the proposed Plan accurately
reflects the views of the community
and strikes the correct balance
between allowing and controlling
development.
15

a

Historic England

Generic

b

Historic England

SP01 / BE01
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Having reviewed the neighbourhood plan I am
pleased to confirm that we feel this is a well prepared
and researched Neighbourhood Plan, with policies to
sustain and enhance the heritage assets and
character of the village and countryside soundly based
on the evidence of the Village Design Statement and
Conservation Area Character Appraisal.
As a point for consideration, we would suggest that
plan policies SP01and BE01 rely heavily on the
Design Principles set out in the Village Design
Statement. Whilst this is an important document, it is
the policies of the neighbourhood plan, as part of the
development plan, that carry the greatest weight and
we would recommend considering whether any of the
principles set out are of sufficient importance to
sustaining the character of the area to be included as
policies in their own right. This will have the greatest
relevance in circumstances where other policies in the
neighbourhood plan or local plan appear to conflict
with the requirement to protect the character and
appearance of the area.

33

Noted

N

We have strengthened policy SP01
wording to ‘require adherence’ of
Development Proposals to design
principles in the Village Design
Statement.

Y
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Table 4 – Comments on Introductory Pages Prior to Vision & Objectives
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 1
No

Who By

Location

Comment

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

16

Hart

Front Page

Now included this on front page

Y

17

Hart

P 6-8

NDP Boundary map now included in
introduction.

Y

18

Hart

P6

Housing numbers updated based on
guidance from Hart

Y

19

Hart

P6

‘allocation’ and ‘may’ included as
suggested

Y

20

Hart

P7

Amended to align with wording of
basic conditions

Y

21

Hart

P7

Would be helpful to put the plan period on the
front cover.
It might be useful to include some context
maps here such as the NDP boundary map
rather than as Appendices?
Section 2 First para - in the Submission
version of the NDP this should more
accurately reflect the number of houses
required over a given time period (there is no
time period qualification given to the quoted
4,000 new homes).
Second para - 'allocation' may be clearer
than 'use'? The emerging Plan ‘may’ either
set targets for each parish or actually allocate
sites for each Parish - this has not yet been
decided.
Last para - it is probably better to more
accurately reflect the wording of the basic
conditions, so perhaps '.have regard to
national policy and guidance, be in general
conformity with the strategic policies in the
relevant Local Plan, and be compatible with
European regulations' .
Third para - 'Steering Committee.?'

Amended

Y
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Hart
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Section 5 Demographics are set out in Annex Amended, overview demographics
J but it might be useful to include number of
added here
dwellings and population here.
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Table 5 – Comments on Vision & Objectives
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 16
No.

23

24

Who By

Location Comment

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

a

Parishioner

P9

Vision – looks good. Minor suggestions but
anything that keeps this as short as possible is
good. Do we need the first 3 words (“our vision
is”) and could we drop “valued”?

Amended - The word ‘valued’
has been omitted

Y

b

Parishioner

P9

Objectives a) Environment – looks good

Noted

N

a

Parishioner

P9

b) Housing – 6 feels odd. Isn’t the role of the
development of the NDP to “identify policies”?.
Would this Objective be better worded more
like Objective 5. “to ensure that any future
development and its siting pays particular
attention to …..”

Amended as suggested

Y

b

Parishioner

P9

c) Housing – 7 feels more like a Community
Amended as suggested
Objective than a Housing one. Also I’m not
clear that traffic calming and control measures
will address (presumably reduce) traffic volume.
Isn’t this driven mostly by demand and
therefore shouldn’t Objective 5 be changed to
end with “traffic flow and volume”

Y
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25

HIWWT
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P9
Objectives – Environment
“To preserve and enhance countryside…” We
welcome the inclusion of this objective but are
concerned that it should use wording that is
more consistent with the NPPF, such as;

26

District
Councillor

P9

27

EnvironmentAgency

P9

28

Parishioner

P12

29

Parishioner

P9

30

Parishioner

P9

31

Parishioner

P9

32

Parishioner

P9
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Amended

Y

Noted

N

Noted

N

Noted

N

Objectives 5 & 6 might be reinforced to
emphasise the importance of proportionate and
sustainable development
I agree with the objectives and the view to
ensure that any new developments are of an
appropriate size and density (objective 5)
I support the objectives as set out

Amended - Sustainability
emphasised

Y

Noted

N

Noted

N

Just one minor observation, in objective 5 the
word “tenure” is a little confusing and could be
removed without damaging the objective. The

Amended

Y

“To conserve and enhance the natural
environment and maintain important ecological
corridors by protecting valued countryside
features such as green space, woodlands,
rights of way, hedgerows, ponds and streams.“
The vision doesn't make any reference to
catering for the needs to residents. I have
comments later about meeting indigenous
demand for affordable housing.
The Environment Agency supports your
objectives to preserve and enhance green
space, ponds and streams (objective 1), and
also your aim for any new housing to have
regard to environmental constraints and
sustainability (objective 6)
SP02 b Essential SP02 c landscape must be
preserved
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community has not expressed a desire for any
new development to be of a particular tenure.
33

Parishioner

P9

34

Hart

P9

35

Hart

P9

36

Hart

P9

37

Hart

P9

a

Hart

P10

b

Hart

P10

38
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Environment & Community Any further
expansion out of proportion with the current
residences would pollute the natural
environment with vehicles and careless
disposal of rubbish. With concern about
flooding, more cement and landscaping loses
rain run off and wild plants used by small
mammals.
Is 'Housing' the right heading for Objectives 3 7 or should it reflect the 'Built Environment'
heading used in the Plan ?
This Objective refers to tenure but there are no
specific policies relating to tenure i n the Plan .
In addition housing need does not form part of
this Plan so perhaps consider whether this
objective is more about design?
Perhaps reword so refers to 'ensuring that…'
rather than identifying appropriate policies?

Noted

N

Amended

Y

Amended - Tenure omitted

Y

Amended

Y

Objective 7 & 9 Question whether these are
land use planning objectives which can be met
through using the policies in the Plan
Para 1 As above it would be worth more
accurately reflecting the wording of the basic
conditions, for example, policies should be
appropriate having regard to the NPPF and in
general conformity with strategic local plan
policies.

Amended – Moved to
Community Policies

Y

Amended – Text now reflects
Basic Conditions

Y

As yet there are no draft policies for the
emerging Local Plan so may be better to delete
this reference. Or add some text along the lines
of the new Local Plan not being sufficiently

Amended – Added to Context
& Policies Introduction
sections of NDP

Y
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advanced to be taken into account in this Plan.
The exact wording will obviously need to reflect
the stage the new Local Plan has reached at
the time that the NDP is submitted.
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Table 6 – Comments on Strategic Policies
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 14
No.

39

40

Who By

Location Comment

a

HIWWT

P12

b

HIWWT

a

District Councillor

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

Policy SP02: Point b) – we are concerned that
the use of the wording “green spaces and the
rural environment” is too generic and suggest
the following change to the wording;
b) green spaces and the rural and natural
environment are conserved;

Amended. Justification for
Local Green Space
designation has been added.

Y

P14

Policy SP03: Suggested wording change to
reflect the wording included in the NPPF:
SP03: Development proposals shall conserve
and enhance countryside features such as
green space, woodlands, rights of way,
hedgerows, ponds, streams and rivers,
protecting and promoting biodiversity.

Amended

Y

P10 / P11

Section 3 / 2 / Bullet 5 ‘Community …’ – typo in
‘… which set in more detail out the matters
which …’? p11

Amended

Y

40

b

District Councillor

c

District Councillor
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P11
SP01 – the policy seems to me to require
Noted. Having taken advice
subjective interpretation that I would expect to
from our consultant it is
be difficult to administer in a consistent manner, considered that the wording is
which could then lead to many disputes and
correct.
appeals.

SP02 – I believe that the history of Rotherwick
demonstrates that selective development
extending the settlement can take place and
augment the essential character of Rotherwick I
believe that the recent addition of Street End
close demonstrates the feasibility and benefit,
without detriment, of such additional
development, and therefore undermines the
argument for this policy. The evidence base
does not appear to include consideration of the
recent publically run allocation of the social
housing at Street End Close. I believe that this
demonstrated a considerable and legitimate
indigenous pent up demand for affordable
properties with Rotherwick. I believe that an
analysis of this should be formally included as
evidence is this NDP.

P12

41

Noted – These points are not
consistent with the views of the
community obtained through
consultation. The proposed
Plan supports growth at a rate
of development greater than
the historic average. Review of
the NDP is likely to be
necessary to accommodate
changes in the period to 2032..
Consideration will be given to
reviewing the plan every 5
years.
There were not sufficient local
Rotherwick residents to fill
these houses.

N

N

41

a

HCC

b

HCC
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P12-14
SP02 SP03 Comment The County Council
Amended
notes that the Neighbourhood Plan does not
refer to sustainability or climate change. It is
recommended that the Neighbourhood Plan
should include references to paragraphs 93 –
98 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) to comply with national planning policy.
P12-14

It is recommended that the following wording
should be added to Policy SP02 as set out
below:

Y

Amended in SP02 and BE01

Y

Amendment added to
supporting text. It is noted that
the proposed Plan is
supported by the adjoining and
much larger neighbourhood
area of Hook (and Old Basing
– see 124 below).

Y

“Development which is in accordance with the
policies in this plan shall be supported if it can
be demonstrated that:”
e) developments are planned in a way that
reduces greenhouse gas emissions and utilizes
energy efficiency measures

42

Hook NDP
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In the same regard it is recommended that the
following wording is added to Policy SP03: The
use of renewable, decentralised and/or low
carbon energy generation technology will also
be encouraged to support sustainable
development..
We particularly wish to support SP02 with
development concentrated within the existing
Rotherwick settlement boundary and that the
openness of the countryside between
Rotherwick and Hook being maintained. This is
a key policy to protect against creeping
coalescence. Also we strongly support SP03
conserving or enhancing features such as
green space and woodlands which are deemed
of particular importance for us from the Hook

P12

42
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boundary north to Rotherwick village

43

Environment Agency

P14

44

Parishioner

P12 - P17

45

Parishioner

P12 – P17

46

Parishioner

P12
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The Environment Agency welcomes your
strategic policy SP03, and would add that
conserving and enhancing ponds, streams and
rivers, and protecting biodiversity will contribute
to achieving the actions set out in the River
Basin Management Plan.
All very important

Amended

Y

Noted

N

These four policies together successfully
identify the most important considerations for
new developments if the vision is to be
achieved. Small-scale development within the
existing village, including on the south side of
The Street would, however, be possible and
perhaps enhance the built environment.
SP02 Concerns whether NDP will remains
consistent with future Local Pan and provide
sufficient opportunity for housing growth that
may be required by it or become overtaken by
the Local Plan.

Noted

N

Noted – As a policy-based
NDP any future development
called for by Local Plan would
have to meet the NDP policies
once ‘Made’. Community wish
expressed through
consultation is development at
historical rate and within the
Settlement Boundary. Updates
to the NDP will be considered

N

47

Parishioner

48

Parishioner
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at least every 5 years to take
account of changing
circumstances and strategic
policies (as applicable).
P12
I agree with the strategic policies proposed, in
Noted
particular SP02 to keep the existing village
settlement boundary. I think that any
development should be small groups of housing
with direct access to one of the more major
roads in the village.
P12 – P17
I support the Strategic Policies as set out
Noted

N

N

49

a

Parishioner

P11

SP01 – This is an excellent ‘top-level’ Strategic
policy consistent with the NDP Vision
Statement, but it may be worth referring to the
Village Design Statement at the end of this
policy to illustrate the distinctive local character
of the parish.

Amended to include reference
to Village Design Statement

Y

49

b

Parishioner

P12

SP02 – This is a very well written policy.
Maintaining the existing settlement boundary
satisfies the overwhelming view of the
community and conforms to Hart’s saved Local
Plan policies. The recent addition of six
affordable homes through a rural exception
scheme outside the settlement boundary has
adversely impacted the character of the village
and Conservation Area. Within the parish and
existing settlement boundary there are
numerous sites for sustainable development
through in-fill and building conversions, which
can achieve historical rates of development,
whilst maintaining the character of the village,
without needing to extend the settlement
boundary.

Noted

N
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49

c

Parishioner

50

Hart

51

Hart

52

a

Hart
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P12
SP02 – it may strengthen these points (a) and
Amended – The policy lists the
(c) if there was a map in the appendix
settlements crucial in avoiding
identifying “Local Gaps”, or a new bullet point
coalescence. Supporting text
(e) was included on Local Gaps. The Odiham
amended to refer to annexed
and North Warnborough Neighbourhood Plan
maps to further increase
has a policy which designates Local Gaps, the
clarity.
primary function of a Local Gap is to prevent
the coalescence of settlements.
P11
It would be useful for all policies to have policy
Amended
titles for quoting in documents, decisions etc.
P11
SP01 Could add 'will be supported which
Amended
maintain...'
P12

SP02 As recognized in the Context section of
the Plan, the emerging Local Plan will be
allocating sites to meet future housing needs
and under consideration are three sites around
Rotherwick.
If any of these sites are taken forward through
the Local Plan these lie outside the existing
Rotherwick settlement boundary. The
preparation of a new Local Plan (either through
the current Local Plan document being
prepared or the next one) is likely in these
circumstances to amend the existing settlement
boundary within the proposed life of the NDP. It
is therefore suggested that the following
changes are made to avoid the NDP Policy
becoming out of date:
Amend 'existing Rotherwick village settlement
boundary' to '..defined Rotherwick village
settlement boundary'

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc
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Noted – The community have
consistently demonstrated
through NDP feedback that
they wish the Settlement
Boundary to remain
unchanged The NDP can
support growth at the rate of
development it anticipates.
Review of the NDP is likely to
be necessary to accommodate
changes in the period to 2032.
Updates to the NDP anticipate
review at least every 5 years.

Y

Y
Y
N
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P12
Amend second sentence to 'Elsewhere in the
Noted – The community have
Plan Area, other than on any allocated Local
consistently demonstrated
Plan sites,..
through NDP feedback that
they wish the Settlement
Boundary to remain
unchanged The NDP can
support growth at the rate of
development it anticipates.
Review of the NDP is likely to
be necessary to accommodate
changes in the period to 2032.
Updates to the NDP anticipate
review at least every 5 years.
P12
There is a risk that by quoting saved Local Plan Amended – Relevant ‘Saved’
policies, this Policy will become dated,
policy have been directly
particularly as the District Council is in the
incorporated into wording of
process of preparing a new Local Plan. For
policies.
example, the withdrawn Core Strategy was
proposing to replace saved Local Plan policies
RUR2 and RUR3 and it is likely that the
emerging Local Plan: Strategy and Sites will do
the same. Would wording in the Policy referring
to consistent with 'Local Plan policies' without
being specific be a way of overcoming this?

b

Hart

c

Hart

d

Hart

P12

SP02 Criterion (b) is very open and would
suggest wording amended to:
'Designated green spaces and the integrity of
the rural environment ...'

Amended. Justification for
Local Green Space
designation has been added.

Y

e

Hart

P12

SP02 Once the next stage of the SHLAA site
assessments is completed we would welcome
discussion regarding the relationship between
open rural views and the shortlisted SHLAA
sites, in particular Open View 15 and SHLAA
site 87 and Open View 4 (should this be 14?)

Noted and ‘View numbers’
validated

Y
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We have reviewed the purpose
of designating views and
clarified that is about the

N

Y
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and SHLAA site 290.
characteristic inter-connection
between the natural and built
The Stage 2 Assessment of Housing Sites is
environment and so addressed
due for completion shortly.
the subject through these
terms.

Could also add in reference to the Hart
Landscape Character Assessments and
Hampshire Character Assessment available at
httR://www.hart.gov.uk/Evidence-base - see
Environment section.
Second sentence - should this say '...
development being concentrated within '

Amended – Now reference
Hart Character Assessment

Y

Amended

Y

P13 Para 11

Last sentence - see comments to SP02 re
saved Local Plan policies.

Amended

Y

P14

SP03 We are pleased to see that the
Neighbourhood plan aims to conserve and
enhance ponds, streams and rivers. Ponds
provide important surface water storage so we
are pleased to see that these are being
protected. It would be good to extend SP03 to
cover ditches.

Amended

Y

53

Hart

P12 Para 9

54

Hart

P13 Para 10

55

Hart
Hart

56

a
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P14 Para 14
SP03 This policy could also encourage green
Amended – point too specific
buffers to be left where possible alongside all
for strategic policy: included in
watercourses (regardless of size). This not only NE03 supporting text as
encourages a green corridor for wildlife but also illustration of a means of
prevents development from being located in the delivering criterion d)
areas adjacent to a watercourse from flooding
and prevents flood water being displaced
elsewhere. Further advice on the flooding
comments made to the N P can be obtained
from Susanna Hope, Flood Risk In f restructure
Engineer at susanna.hope@han.eov.uk.

b

Hart

c

Hart

P14

d

Hart

P14 Para 14

a

Hart

P15
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SP03 There is some overlap in this policy,
which seems to protect features of biodiversity
with other policies. For example, hedgerows
are mentioned i n this Policy and Policy NE02
and NE03 with a variety of terms used. Check
the wording is consistent or consider whether
repetition is necessary or whether policies or
parts of policies can be combined (for example
SP03 and NE03).
A definition of what 'green space' means in this
context would be helpful. Not all development
proposals will achieve this and the requirement
goes beyond that in the NPPF (09 - 1 8). Could
say 'Proposal which adversely affect will not be
supported'?
SP04 The way in which this Policy would be
used to determine applications is unclear.
Does it mean proposals relating to the
continuation of these facilities will be supported
and proposals leading to a loss of them would
not be? Consider rewording so clearer as to
what will or won't be supported?

Y

Amended – Consistency
reviewed

Y

Amended to include NPPF
definition of Green Space with
appropriate justifications. .
Justification for Local Green
Space designation has been
added.
Amended

Y

Y

b

Hart
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P15
SP04 could consider supporting this with a list
Amended – The list of facilities
of facilities as part of the evidence base. Is
is in CP03 and cross-reference
there some overlap between this Policy and
will be made in supporting text
Policy CP03?
of SP04 to clarify this point.

49

Y
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Table 7 - Comments on Natural Environment Policies
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 19
No.

58a

59

Who By Location Comments

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

a

Parishioner

P17

NE01, NE02 - sites referred to should be clearly identified
on a map for the avoidance of doubt, the grid references
for the SINCs only refer to one spot within the site, which
maybe outwith the plan area.

Amended – Maps now
included

Y

b

Parishioner

P21

Amended

Y

c

Parishioner

Amended - Map included

Y

d

Parishioner

NE04 - a 'byway' is a specific type of right of way. 'Rights
of way' is a more appropriate generic term for all the
footpaths, bridleways and byways, which constitute the
right of way network in Rotherwick.
A map of the right of way network would be a useful
addition to the plan to ensure that the policies seeking to
protect the network are understood. The right of way
network is the means by which most people, both
residents and visitors, experience the rural character and
attractive rural landscape of Rotherwick.
The NDP could go further in seeking to enhance the right
of way network by seeking improvements to usability
(drainage work, surface improvements, elimination of
stiles, vegetation control etc).

Amended

Y

e

Parishioner

P17

NE01 – Is there a map with this marked on it? I think I
know where these areas are but it might be worth having a
map to avoid ambiguity now or in the future?

Amended – map now
included

Y

a

HIWWT

P17

NE01 – the list is of just “green spaces” but the text after
the list refers to “green or recreational” spaces, which
implies Rotherwick, has no recreational spaces? This

Amended – Now refers only
to Designated Green Spaces.
Justification for Local Green

Y
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doesn’t feel right?
Space designation has been
added
NE02 – College Copse farm isn’t obviously in the list,
which follows the text. Is it worth including in the list with a
map reference or on a map (as I can’t see it on the OS
map)

b

HIWWT

P17

c

HIWWT

P18

NE02 - Page 18 Para 32 – worth referencing the HIWWT
letter annex again? But just spotted in para 34. So
perhaps not

d

HIWWT

P19

e

HIWWT

P18

NE03 f) – “through avoidance….” should be “through the
avoidance of street lighting
NE02: We are pleased to see the importance that is paid
to our property at College Copse Farm but would like to
see College/Hill Copses included within the SINCs list in
order to ensure that they are not overlooked.

f

HIWWT

g

HIWWT

P19

h

HIWWT

P19
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Noted. Individual
representations have been
taken into account in the
amendments made for this
Submission NDP and
consultation responses are
summarised in the
Consultation Statement.
Amended

N

Amended – This SINC is
outside of Parish and is now
mentioned in Policy
justification. The Farm is
noted as a Community
Resource
Amended – map now
included

Y

NE03 c) suggested wording changes as follows;
c) Protecting and enhancing wildlife habitats and corridors,
including Sites of Importance for
Nature Conservation and those of high ecological value;

Amended

Y

NE03 h) Incorporating robust and effective alleviation and
mitigation measures for management of rain water run-off
and flooding risks

Amended

Y

We would also welcome the inclusion of a map that
illustrates the locations of each of the designated nature
conservation sites, as we consider that this would be more
accessible than listing sites with grid references.

51

Y

Y
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The Whitewater is an important Hampshire chalk stream
Amended
and a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation. Chalk
streams are rare…
Soil and Agricultural Land Quality - The plan should
Amended – NE02 adds
consider, in light of the Government's policy for the
protection regarding BMV
protection of the best and most versatile (BMV) agricultural agricultural land
land as set out in paragraph 112 of the NPPF, preserving
soils and Agriculture Land Quality.

i

HIWWT

a

Natural England

b

Natural England

Ancient Woodland and Veteran Trees -Information about
ancient woodland can be found in Natural England’s
standing advice. Ancient woodland is an irreplaceable
resource of great importance for its wildlife, its history and
the contribution it makes to our diverse landscapes. Local
authorities have a vital role in ensuring its conservation, in
particular through the planning system. The plan and
policies should have regard to the requirements under the
NPPF (Para 118) which states:
“Planning permission should be refused for development
resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable
habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged
or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless
the need for, and benefits of, the development in that
location clearly outweigh the loss.”

Amended – materiality
provided by ‘unless’

Y

Hart

NE01 The justification for these sites to be designated
should be properly evidenced against the criteria set out in
paragraph 77 of the NPPF. The NPPG advises also that
landowners should be notified at an early stage of
proposals to designate their land as Local Green Space
and so should have been consulted as part of the presubmission consultation and/or before.

Amended – References to
local green Spaces have
been reviewed and
rationalised, plus justifications
in-line with NPPF included,
plus map showing boundary
of designated Green Spaces.
Justification for Local Green
Space designation has been
added.

Y

P17

It is not clear whether the text under the list of sites relates
to all green spaces or those listed in the Policy. The
designation of these would mean that different approaches
Consultation Statement V1.0.doc
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Y

Y
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to development should be taken to designated Local
Green Spaces (where policy equivalent to Green Belt can
be applied) and to other green spaces.
The boundaries of Local Green Spaces should be
identified on the Policies/Proposals Map.

62

63

Hart

P17/18

a

Hart

P19

b

Hart

P19

c

Hart

P19

d

Hart

P19

e

Hart

P19
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In the absence of any evidence behind these designations,
no comments are made on their appropriateness but we
would be happy to discuss these further as you develop
the evidence base.
NE02 There is some overlap with Policy SP03 and NE03.
Do you need to name the sites within the Policy or could
these be an Appendix. Could consider merging NE02 and
NE03.
Could refer to the Hampshire Biodiversity Information
Centre who survey the SINCs and maintain data on them
a link to information could form part of the evidence base.
NE03 This Policy seeks to conserve or enhance
biodiversity. References in the NPPF seek to minimise
impacts on biodiversity with a distinction being made
between the hierarchy of international, national and locally
designated sites (paras 109 - 118).
NE02 Do the sites identified in criteria (C) as sites of
special interest for nature conservation relate to specific
sites such as SINCs identified in NE02.
NE02 Some repetition with criterion (d) and previous
policies
The reference in the final paragraph to 'natural habitats'
may be unduly onerous as it could be read as applying to
even small areas of limited or no value and should be
qualified.
We are pleased to see there is a policy in the
neighbourhood plan considering flood risk. It may be worth
expanding g) to state: 'Incorporating satisfactory alleviation
or mitigation measures for management of rainwater run53

Amended

Y

Ameneded

Y

Amended

Y

Amended

Y

Amended

Y

Amended

Y

f

Hart

P19

g

Hart

P19

h

Hart

P19

63

Hart

P19

64

Hart

P20
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off and flooding risks ... from all sources to ensure new
developments are safe and not increase offsite flood risk.
Developments that reduce flood risk will be encouraged.
All developments should employ Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS) for water quality and quantity
management purposes.'
Protecting water quality, especially of the River
Amended
Whitewater, has been cited as important to Rotherwick in
the neighbourhood plan (page 20, paragraph 36). SuDS
measures if employed correctly can reduce pollutant loads
in surface water runoff as well as reducing the amount of
surface water runoff leaving a site. Less surface water
getting into the foul system should mean less foul flooding
entering the River Whitewater. For this reason SuDS and
careful surface water management should be encourage
in the policy.
Rotherwick is at risk of flooding from surface water,
Amended
ordinary watercourses and foul sewers so it is worth NE03
g) mentioning all sources to ensure all relevant flood risk
issues are addressed by developments. As the flooding
issues exist, these flooding issues will persist even if new
developments do not make them worst. It would therefore
be good to encourage a reduction in flood risk where
possible. As a minimum development should be safe from
flooding internally and not increase flood risk elsewhere.
It may not be possible in all cases across the NDP area to Noted – Broad resident
avoid new street lighting, and it may be better to seek to
support for avoidance of
minimise this rather than avoid? Some street lighting and
Street Lighting
domestic external lighting may not need planning
permission.
The Hart Biodiversity Action Plan could form part of the
Amended – now included
evidence base for this Policy.
We are pleased to see that the need to demonstrate that
Amended
the sewer system will not be overburdened has been
stated. What isn't clear and is not well emphasised within
the Neighbourhood plan is the need to manage surface
54

Y

Y

N

Y
Y
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water runoff so as not to overburden the foul system.
65

Hart

66
67

P21

NE04 May be helpful for clarity to include the term 'public
rights of way'
The Hampshire Countryside Access Plan might be a
useful evidence base for this Policy
www.hants.gov.uk/countryside/access
Last sentence - environmental

Amended to clarify

Y

Amended

Y

Hart

P23

a

Whitewater
Valley Pres.
Society

P19

NE03 The society feels it should restrict its comments to
the Natural Environment policies, recognising that the
River Whitewater has failed to meet the water framework
directive classification of "good environmental status" by
2015. It is also important in our view to protect and
enhance the function of the river as an important corridor
for nature by preventing the polluting effects of chemical
run off from fields adjacent to the river and of course from
sewage pollution occurring when the local network is
overwhelmed by inundation from groundwater at times of
heavy rainfall.
The Society supports NE02 - the safeguarding from
development of the River Whitewater.

Noted

N

b

Whitewater
Valley Pres.
Society

P19

Whilst policy NE03 (b) appears to recognise the fact that
north east Hampshire is designated a water-stressed area
and the river itself suffers from over-abstraction to meet
local water consumption, we feel your plan could consider
a policy to promote water harvesting to begin to reduce
average consumption levels in households from
approximately 160 litres per person per day to a target of
120 LPP per day. We are concerned that although the
Greywell source may be eventually closed down, unless
overall consumption reduces nearby aquifers will be

Noted

N
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required to meet increasing demand.
WVPS also strongly supports NE03 (f) conserving the
environment for nocturnal species, since light pollution is
all too prevalent along the valley.

c

68

Whitewater
Valley Pres.
Society

Finally it is our view that any development which does
occur should make a contribution to environmental works
required to enable the River Whitewater to meet the WFD
target of "good environmental status" by 2020

Amended

Y

Hook Allotments
P17

We welcome the inclusion of Hook Allotments as
designated local green spaces under NE01.

Noted

N

Hook Allotments
P17

Within NE01 that in addition to the sites listed for
protection can you please add the following: Shirlen's
Copse Hill Copse South Runten's Copse as they are
adjacent to the Hook boundary and merit inclusion in your
NP. These sites should be protected and, where
appropriate, enhanced.
NE02 The Environment Agency supports the aim of policy
NE02, for development proposals to protect and enhance
rural features including ponds, and for the integrity of local
sites of nature conservation importance (including water
based sites such as the River Whitewater, and the River
Lyde Fen) to be protected. The Environment Agency
supports the intention of policy NE03 to conserve and
enhance biodiversity, especially those subsections of the
policy relating to protecting the quantity and quality of
water in local watercourses, and securing suitable flood
risk management measures.
All green spaces and woodland must be preserved

Noted

N

Noted

N

Noted

N

No comments on these policies, except to say that in a
densely built up part of the country, Rotherwick and similar

Noted

N

69

Environment Agency
P17

70

Parishioner

71

Parishioner
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rural parishes represent an important asset to visitors as
well as the local population, and are crucial to biodiversity.
72

Parishioner

73

Parishioner

74

Parishioner

75

Parishioner

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

P17

I agree with the NE policies proposed. Rotherwick is a
valuable unspoilt area for many people not living in the
village to enjoy such as cyclists, walkers etc.
I support the Natural Environment Policies as set out

Noted

N

Noted

N

NE01 – I agree that ‘Green Lane’ is a lovely rural track
through beautiful open countryside, however, I’m not sure
this technically meets the criteria to be designated a local
green space.
Many residents make an effort to enhance the natural
environment and reflect it in their gardens. The community
has appreciated the Parish Council's planting of daffodils
and their determination to keep our natural environment
clear of refuse on an annual basis, which brings the village
together to help with. It is unlikely that if our village borders
expand into other settlements, we will be able to maintain
these tasks as the responsibilities of the community

Amended

Y

Noted

N
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Table 8 - Comments on Built Environment Policies
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 15
No.

76

77

Who By

Page Comment

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

a

Parishioner

P23

BE02 c) “in accordance of” should be “in accordance with”?

Amended

Y

b

Parishioner

P23

BE02 d) should be either “….building relates……..” or
“….buildings relate……..”?

Amended

Y

c

Parishioner

P23

Amended

Y

HIWWT

P23

BE02 – final text – didn’t spot any “positive buildings” of merit in
Annex G. Is this correct?
We consider that any new development should be encouraged to
seek alternative sources of energy and should seek to use
renewables where appropriate. As such wording as that detailed
below should be included within the built environment policies.

Amended

Y

Amended –
consistent
‘street scene’

Y

Amended

Y

78

District Councillor

79

Thames Water

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

P23

“Development proposals shall encourage the efficient use of
energy, and on-site/distributed renewable energy generation,
where appropriate.”
BE01: The policy does not explicitly mention maintenance of a
consistent ‘street scene’. I am aware that there have been a
number of contentious planning applications for changes to the
frontage of existing properties and I wonder whether this was
reflected in the evidence and merits comment in the policy? The
addition of, say, a substantial free-standing garage in front of the
house building line can contribute considerably to the perceived
bulk/density of development.
To accord with the NPPF and the above, text along the lines of the
following should be added to the Neighbourhood Plan:
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Water Supply and Sewerage/ Wastewater Infrastructure

80

Thames Water

81

Thames Water

82

Parishioner

83

Parishioner

84

Parishioner

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

It is essential that developers demonstrate that adequate water
supply and sewerage/wastewater treatment infrastructure capacity
exists both on and off the site to serve the development and that it
would not lead to problems for existing users. In some
circumstances this may make it necessary for developers to carry
out appropriate studies to ascertain whether the proposed
development will lead to overloading of existing sewerage
infrastructure. Where there is an infrastructure capacity constraint
the Council will require the developer to set out what appropriate
improvements are required and how they will be delivered. “
Surface Drainage – proposed policy
“It is the responsibility of a developer to make proper provision for
surface water drainage to ground, water courses or surface water
sewer. It must not be allowed to drain to the foul sewer, as this is
the major contributor to sewer flooding.”
Public Sewer – Proposed policy
Thames Water must be consulted regarding proposals involving
building over or close to a public sewer. If building over or close to
a public sewer is agreed by Thames Water it will need to be
regulated by an Agreement in order to protect the public sewer
and/or apparatus in question. It may be possible for public sewers
or water mains to be moved at a developer’s request so as to
accommodate development in accordance with Section 185 of the
Water Act 1989
Development should be in small groups within the village
boundary
These policies accurately reflect what people living in the parish
want to see in new development: we can see examples where this
has been achieved - a centrally-driven focus on numerical targets
would undermine these policies, be unsustainable and damaging
to the natural environment.
These policies accurately reflect what people living in the parish
want to see in new development: we can see examples where this
59

Amended

Y

Noted

N

Noted

N

Noted

N

Noted

N
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has been achieved - a centrally-driven focus on numerical targets
would undermine these policies, be unsustainable and damaging
to the natural environment.
85

Parishioner

86

Parishioner

87

Noted

N

Noted

N

a

Parishioner

P23

BE01 – For the avoidance of doubt, can the sentence on density
respecting the Density Statement in Annex E be made firmer, i.e.
that new development must respect and should be within or not
significantly exceed the density values in Annex E.

Amended

Y

b

Parishioner

P23

BE02 – Another excellent policy, written with the historic character
of the village in mind. I note the Conservation Area Character
Appraisal and Management Proposals document was cited in the
policy, but the Village Design Statement was not. Was reference
to the Village Design Statement unnecessary as it has already
been referenced in policy BE01 and would be duplication in
BE02?
Agree. Infill can make a contribution to the overall plan but please
do not merge our very calming village with large developments on
surrounding land.
BE01 The wording of the first part of this Policy and the
subsequent criteria does not quite read correctly. For example
'design' is repeated in the first sentence and in criterion a.
BE01 Criterion d - The NPPF (para 58-60) supports
Neighbourhood Plans setting out the quality of development that is
expected. However, it also seeks to ensue that policies do not
prevent or discourage appropriate innovation and avoid
unnecessary prescription and detail. In order to ensure this is
reflected it is suggested that criterion d is amended to read
'Reflect the principles..'.

Amended

Y

Noted

N

Amended

Y

Amended –
Refers to VDS

Y

88

89

I agree with the BE Policies proposed and think that the recently
built affordable housing should have been to enhance the
environment by using more suitable brick and roofing materials,
and by not having concrete kerbs and block paving.
I support the Built Environment Policies as set out

Parishioner

a

Hart

P23

b

Hart

P23
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90a

c

Hart
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P23
BE01 Should the words 'In addition' be inserted before
'Development proposals within Rotherwick Village..'?
Last criterion on density - should this be qualified to say 'unless all
other aspects of design and layout are acceptable'?

d

Hart

P23

a

Hart

P25

b

Hart

P25

c

Hart

P25

d

Hart

P25

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

BE01 The Village Design Statement could be quoted as evidence
for this Policy - although see separate comments on the VOS.
BE02 Criterion c - replace 'of’ with 'with'.
BE02 The final paragraph takes one approach to a range of
heritage assets. The NPPF makes it clear that the acceptability of
proposals on a heritage asset will depend to an extent on the
significance of that asset (see for example NPPF para 132). Para
133 of the NPPF also sets out circumstances where some harm or
loss may be acceptable, taking into account public benefit. The
current wording of Policy BE02 is more onerous than that set out
in the NPPF.
BE02 Criterion e -there may be instances where more modern
materials are acceptable and which still reflect the existing
materials in the CA (see comments on BEO I ) - perhaps delete
'traditional and vernacular'?
This paragraph also refers to buildings of merit which are not listed
in Annex G

61

Noted – Density
cited as very
important by
community in
NDP
consultation

N

Amended

Y

Amended

Y

Amended – Now Y
refers to
Conservation
Area
Amended to
Y
include at Annex
G
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Table 9 - Comments on Community Policies
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 9
No.

Who By

Location Comment s

91

Parishioner

P10

92

Parishioner

P27

93

District
Councillor

P26

94

Hook
Allotments

P27

95

Parishioner

P27

96

Parishioner

P27

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

Section 3 Policies – Introduction, Para 2 –
Community Policies bullet point – think “set in more
detail out” should be “set out in more detail”.

Amended

Y

CP02 – the services/ facilities listed should be
clearly marked on a map for the avoidance of doubt
and to show the physical extent of the
resource/facility referred to.
CP01: I find the juxtaposition of tranquillity with
roads as being an unreasonable and unattainable
request. I think that safety should be mentioned,
which could bring with it the concept of appropriate
speed limits and traffic calming measures. The
recent delays in extending the 30mph speed limit in
Cowfold Lane, with the attendant safety risks, are
excellent evidence that the current planning regime
does not make adequate provision for the
implementation of such measures.
We welcome the inclusion of Hook Allotments under
CP02

Amended with new map

Y

Noted

N

Noted

N

CP01 in particular is an important consideration.
The road network around the parish could not cope
with a sudden increase in traffic, which would result
from disproportionate new development.
I agree with the CPs in particular CP01 to preserve
the tranquillity and minimise the impact of any

Noted

N

Noted

N
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additional traffic as a result of development.
97

Parishioner

Generic

I support the Community Policies as set out

Noted

N

98

Parishioner

P27

Noted – cant be changed by
the NDP

N

99a

Hart

P26

CP01 – in the policy justifications, can the following
be mentioned, “The network of narrow rural roads
heading to the village are national speed limit
60mph roads which many residents consider an
inappropriate and unsafe speed limit for traffic. In
particular, the community is concerned about traffic
speed and pedestrian safety on Cowfold Lane, Hook
Road, Frog Lane, Post Horn Lane and Ridge Lane.”
CP01 May need to specify what 'community' is taken
to mean. Much of the content of this policy appears
to be covered already in other environment and built
environment polices.

Y

99b

Hart

P26

Amended – short introduction
provided for community
policies to clarify: overlap
reviewed but not considered
excessive.
Amended

100

Hart

P28

Amended

Y

a

Hart

P28

Amended

Y

b

Hart

P28

Amended

Y

101
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There is no national policy requirement for
development to enhance these factors - perhaps
consider rewording the Policy so that it sets out that
development proposals which adversely affect the
existing tranquillity etc. will not be supported?
CP03 It would be helpful to have some clarity
around the meaning of ‘land, which provides
benefits to the community'. What is the link with
sites identified in CP02? The policy appears to be
about services, facilities and protecting I enhancing
local employment prospects.
CP04 To note - there may be some conversions,
which fall within the ‘permitted development’, limits
and which do not need planning permission.
Criterion c - the NPPF in para 32 states: '
Development should only be prevented or refused
on transport grounds where the residual cumulative
63

Y
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impacts of development are severe'. This is a lower
test than that proposed in the NDP.
c

102

Hart

P28

The Employment Land Review may provide a part
of the evidence base for Policies CP03 and CP04
see
http!://www.hart.gov.uk/Evidence –base. There are
references to rural businesses - including paras 4.8,
6.46. 8.3 1 and 8.40. Ray Bryant
in the Planning Policy team can provide further
information on the ELR if required.

Amended – Employment Land
Review now incorporated.

Y

Hart

P30

Section 4 3rd para 'identity' not 'identify'

Amended

Y
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Table 10 - Comments on Annex D, The Village Design Statement
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 8
No.

Who By

Location Comments

Action

Change to
Document (Y/N)

a

Parishioner

Annex D

Amended to be less
prescriptive

Y

b

Parishioner

Annex D

Amended

Y

104

Parishioner

Annex D

Amended. Reference to
policies generically.

Y

105

Parishioner

Annex D

Noted – Design Statement
applies throughout the
Parish

N

103

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

I agree with the concept of producing a Village
Design Statement. and agree with most of the
content. However, the section on the
arrangement of buildings is too prescriptive and
will not necessarily result in a good design
solution. Many of the existing buildings in
Rotherwick, including listed buildings are not
rectangular and are not sited parallel to the
road they sit on.
Section 2, 4th paragraph. Rotherwick also has
common boundaries with Hartley Wintney
(along the River Whitewater) and with Sherfiled
on Loddon (along the River Lyde)..
Section 1, Section 4 – Design Principles, line 3
(Page 41). Are the NE policies omitted
intentionally? 5)
Annex D, Section 4 Design principles, Para 1,
line 4 – Again NE policies are omitted from the
list, so this looks intentional. My reading of
other parts of the document hadn’t prepared
me for this – perhaps a short explanation would
be helpful (in Section 3 ?)? But NE01 is
referenced in the Principles for Open Spaces?
A more consistent approach to planning would
be welcomed on Wedmans Lane, we currently
have a very obvious split between either side of
the lane. The conversation area being on only
one side of the lane causes different styles of
65
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buildings. This will only get worse over time.
Also concerned as to the traffic levels in
Wedmans lane especially if and when
development occurs.
Annex D
VDS generally. The preparation of a VDS is
Amended to be in-line with
supported as a tool to guide the design and
NPPF
layout of new developments. However, the
level of detail of the VDS and of the
requirements for new development are
considered to exceed those supported in the
NPPF which as set out under BEO I supports
the development of design guidance and the
protection of local character but which sets out
that policies should not prevent or discourage
appropriate innovation or impose architectural
styles. We would suggest that the wording of
the VDS is reviewed to ensure that whilst clear
guidance on design is provided, it is not overly
prescriptive.
Annex D
It would be helpful to include some illustrative
Amended to include
material within the VDS.
pictures

a

Hart

b

Hart

c

Hart

Annex D

107

Hart

P41

108

Hart

P49

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

Some elements of the VDS seem to relate
more to planning policies than providing design
guidance for new developments and we would
suggest the VDS is reviewed with this in mind i
n particular, the guidance on Open Space
(page 54/55).
4th para - 'included within the main body of the
..' ?
Para before 'Built environment'
There is some inconsistency with this
paragraph and Policy BEOI and whether the
VDS relates to the settlement area or the NP
area.

66

Y

Y

Amended to be less
prescriptive

Y

Amended

Y

Amended – VDS applies
across the Parish

Y

109

110

Hart

P52

a

Hart

P53

b

Hart

P53

Hart

Generic

a

Parishioner
Parishioner

Generic
Annex D P52

b

Parishioner

Annex D
P52/56

111

112
113
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Reference to providing off road parking - is this Amended – Added to
mentioned in any of the NDP policies
justification in policy

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

Y

Third para - seems to suggest that even those
carrying out PD developments will need to
comply with the VDS. This could not be
enforced.
Landscape principles box - consider using
'encouraged' rather than' expected for the
requirement for new hedges
Other than the outcome of the consultation
process there is little evidence base supporting
the NDP. Some sources of evidence to support
the policies are suggested in the comments
above, and specific evidence will be needed to
support Policy NEO1 and the designation of
Local Green Spaces.
I support the Design Statement as set out
General observation – it would be helpful if a
few photos could be dispersed within the
Village Design Statement to illustrate examples
of listed buildings, timber-framed buildings,
characteristic building styles, traditional building
materials, Hampshire bricks, boundary
treatments, etc.

Amended

Y

Amended

Y

Amended – All evidence
reviewed and updated
including Local Green
Spaces

Y

Noted
Amended

N
Y

Paragraph 4 – consider including “renewable
energy technologies” after “solar panels”. Page
56, paragraph 3 – Please can this paragraph
include “renewable energy technologies” and
end by adding; “not visible from the street
scene or the Important Views identified in
Annex C”. Page 56, paragraph 4 – can this
paragraph end with “for example, using cast
iron guttering on listed buildings”.

Amended

Y
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Parishioner

Consultation Statement V1.0.doc

Generic

There has been no public bus for 16/18 years.
Plans for a proper footpath to public transport
and a cycle way.

68

Noted

N
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Table 11 - Comments on Possible Sites
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 3
No.

Who By

Location Comments

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

115

Parishioner

Generic

The land East of Wedmans Lane between the row of
present houses and Black Wood could be a possible
Housing Site.

Noted – no sites allocated in
NDP. The NDP uses a policy
led approach and can
accommodate growth at the
rate it anticipates. Review of
the NDP is likely to be
necessary to accommodate
changes in the period to 2032.
Updates to the NDP anticipate
review at least every 5 years.

N

116

Landowner

Generic

In principle I agree with the Neighbourhood Plan as
proposed, apart from the fact that in years to come it was
my intention to seek planning approval for the
construction of two or three houses on my land.

Noted – no sites allocated in
our NDP. The NDP uses a
policy led approach and can
accommodate growth at the
rate it anticipates. Review of
the NDP is likely to be
necessary to accommodate
changes in the period to 2032.
Updates to the NDP anticipate
review at least every 5 years.

N

Landowner

Generic

We are very aware of the aim to preserve the area of
Rotherwick as a rural area, however, we would also like
the council to be open to some types of progress and
development.

Noted – The NDP supports
appropriate development within
Settlement Boundary. Updates
to the NDP anticipate review at
least every 5 years to

N

117

a
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accommodate changes in
circumstances during the
period of the Plan.
b

Landowner

Generic

We would like to be able to re-build the holiday house on
our land which had been previously damaged.

Noted

N

c

Landowner

Generic

We would also like to re-new the lake which is on our
property for better conservation.

Noted

N

d

Landowner

Generic

Development from London is growing further and further
away and it will not be possible to keep Rotherwick
completely rural and some forms of development can be
very beneficial for the local community and local
economy.

Noted – The NDP supports
appropriate development within
Settlement Boundary. Updates
to the NDP anticipate review at
least every 5 years to
accommodate changes in
circumstances during the
period of the Plan.

N
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Table 12 - Comments on Annexes A,B,C, E to J + Section 4
No of Separate People / Organisations Commenting - 2
No.

Who By

Location Comment

Action

Change to
Document
(Y/N)

118

Hart

Annex A & B

These could be included within the document
itself.

Amended

Y

119

Hart

Annex C1

The map appears to have two x no.4. It is also
hard to read in the current format.

Amended

Y

120

Hart

Annex C2

A map would be useful to show the 'Other
Important Views'

Y

Parishioner

Annex J

3) Annex J - Generally this section would be
more readable if there were more tables and pie
charts and possible less textual descriptions.
The presentation of age data in both forms
seems overkill.
4) Annex J - In the housing data section, I find
the 1st sentence in the 6th para unclear (“in
Rotherwick Parish…one resident”). Does this
really mean that there are 10 dwellings that are
not usually occupied? I don’t understand the
term “household spaces” which I don’t recall

Amended – Annex C2 removed
and these views are being used
to illustrate other areas of the
NDP. Designated views are
retained as a reference point for
policy SP02 and shown on a
map in the Submission NDP.
Other views are retained as
images but do not form part of
policy SP02.
Amended – all these points
have been reviewed and Annex
J updated accordingly

121

a
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Y

b

Parishioner

c

Parishioner
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seeing anywhere else and this may be adding to
my confusion.
5) Annex J - Also in the housing data section
the paras 3, 4, and 5 paras account for 87 + 83
+23 + 8 households which I get to 201, leaving
1 unaccounted for? Is this deliberate? If so
should this be mentioned?
6) Annex J - Similarly paragraph 6 seems to
leave 1 dwelling unaccounted for.
7) Annex J - The last table in the housing data
section (and the text above it) begs a number of
questions about the categories listed including:
a. What about other possible categories (eg
Total one person households – under 65)? b.
Do the listed categories overlap? If this is a
standard selection of data to show, then it might
be worth mentioning this otherwise an
explanation of the data selected would be
helpful.
8) Annex J - In the Employment section, I find
the para on Labour Force very confusing,
especially in terms of the previous para on
Employment. I think this may be because the
first sentences in the Employment para (“Of the
426….”) and the Labour Force para (“72.06% of
…..) are contradictory. It could just be that the
72.06% figure in the labour force para is a typo
(copied in error from the previous para) and
should be more like 75.5% ?
Annex C
Annexe C Designated Open Views must also
Amended – A more detailed
include an easily viewable map of that part of
Views map has been included.
Rotherwick beyond The Street.
Annex C

If the Townscape Appraisal Map 1 is being
incorporated into the document then so to
should the Townscape Appraisal Map 2
72

Amended - Designated views
are retained as a reference
point for policy SP02. Views in

Y

Y

d

Parishioner
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(Rotherwick Conservation Area including Tylney the Tylney Hall and Park
Hall and Park). This is just as important as Map character area are not
1.
considered part of policy SP02.
They are identified as important
in the 2011 Rotherwick
Character Appraisal and
referenced from the NDP.
P30
Section 4
Amended as applicable. Believe
1) Section 4 Para 2 Line 2 –“character” should be
“character” is correct so not
“characteristic”?
changed.
2) Section 4 Para 3 Line 2 –“identify” should be
“identity”?

73

Y

